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Abstract—This paper develops an efficient and scalable multicast scheme for high-quality multimedia distribution. The traditional IP multicast, a pure network-layer solution, is bandwidth efficient in data delivery but not scalable in managing the multicast
tree. The more recent overlay multicast establishes the data-dissemination structure at the application layer; however, it induces
redundant traffic at the network layer. We propose an application-oriented multicast (AOM) protocol, which exploits the application-network cross-layer design. With AOM, each packet carries
explicit destinations information, instead of an implicit group address, to facilitate the multicast data delivery; each router leverages
the unicast IP routing table to determine necessary multicast copies
and next-hop interfaces. In our design, all the multicast membership and addressing information traversing the network is encoded
with bloom filters for low storage and bandwidth overhead. We theoretically prove that the AOM service model is loop-free and incurs
no redundant traffic. The false positive performance of the bloom
filter implementation is also analyzed. Moreover, we show that the
AOM protocol is a generic design, applicable for both intra-domain
and inter-domain scenarios with either symmetric or asymmetric
routing.
Index Terms—Application oriented networking, bloom filter,
cross-layer design, multicast, scalability.

I. INTRODUCTION
ROVISIONING high-quality multimedia services (e.g.,
online multiplayer games, IPTV, and video conferencing)
to a large number of subscribers, possibly located in a vast geographic area, requires a scalable and efficient multicast scheme
to disseminate the shared data to a group of destinations. In this
paper, we propose a protocol-independent multicast scheme
based on an application-network cross-layer design, which is
scalable in routing, forwarding, and address allocating.
The traditional multicast solutions are implemented at the
network layer, where the IP routers need to communicate with
each other to construct and maintain a tree structure according
to a distributed multicast routing algorithm [1]–[5]. Although
various multicast protocols, e.g., dense mode protocols [3], [6],
[7], sparse mode protocols [4], [8], and inter-domain protocols
[9], [10], have been proposed to reduce the messaging overhead
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and the amount of states at routers for enabling a single group,
the messaging overhead and the memory cost grow linearly with
the number of multicast groups being supported by the router,
leading to the scalability issue[10]. The unscalable implementation hinders IP multicast to be an efficient transport scheme
for delivering multimedia applications over the Internet, where
a huge number of groups need to be supported.
The emergence of overlay networks provides another alternative multicasting approach, where trees or other delivery structures are constructed at the application layer [11], [13], [14].
Each link in the overlay network is an end-to-end logic connection between two end hosts. Overlay multicast is increasingly
popular as the underlying unicast infrastructure needs no modification. Nevertheless, overlay multicast performs much less efficiently than IP multicast in bandwidth utilization, as it is not a
rare case that separate overlay links pass through common physical links in the underlying transport network.
The long-lasting issue that neither the network-layer nor the
application-layer approach itself can achieve a generic scalable
multicast solution reveals that multicasting by nature incurs an
application-network cross-layer design problem. Specifically,
identifying the users associated with a multicast group requires
application-layer membership management, while delivering
data to the proper destinations needs network-layer support
according to the application-layer membership information.
Some multicast studies in the literature implicitly take the
cross-layer approach. The recursive unicast approach (REUNITE) [15], [16] maintains some destinations information at
the branching nodes of the multicast tree, so that the forwarding
table size in these routers can be significantly reduced. However, REUNITE still requires per-group forwarding entries,
which leads to the scalability issue, and induces large message
overhead to refresh the destination information maintained in
the branching nodes. The free ride multicast (FRM) [17] takes
a source-routing manner, where the inter-domain multicast
tree is coded into the packet header for protocol-independent
multicasting. Although the FRM scheme well exploits the
existing unicast infrastructure, the transmission overhead and
the forwarding false positive rate will dramatically increase
along with the size of the multicast tree.
In this paper, we interpret the application-network cross-layer
design as incorporating application intelligence into the network, based on which we propose an application-oriented multicast (AOM) protocol. The basic idea of AOM is to make the
packet carry the explicit destination addresses in its header, so
that the routers (with application intelligence) can retrieve the
addresses and leverage the unicast IP routing table to determine
necessary multicast copies and the corresponding forwarding
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interface for each copy, without establishing and maintaining
any separate multicast tree. However, the fundamental issue is
that we must limit the bandwidth overhead for such explicit addressing; it is impractical to attach all the destination addresses
to each packet. We have presented a preliminary service model
of AOM in [18]. In this paper, we develop a bloom filter based
design to make the AOM practical. We further prove theoretically that the AOM service model is loop-free and incurs no
redundant traffic. The false positive performance of the bloom
filter implementation is also analyzed. Moreover, we show that
the AOM protocol is a generic design, applicable for both intradomain and inter-domain scenarios with either symmetric or
asymmetric routing.
In addition, the proposed AOM incorporates the feature of
localized group identifier (ID) allocation, which can further enhance its scalability and management flexibility in supporting
a large number of multimedia communication groups. In most
of the existing multicast protocols, an active group is uniquely
identified by an IP address, i.e., a class-D address according to
IPv4. Such a global address allocation scheme is neither scalable nor flexible when the number of active groups grows significantly. The global address allocation implies that the total
number of active multicast groups is limited by the class-D address space. Even if the address space may not be a problem
under IPv6 [12], hooking up the group ID with routing is very
inflexible. For example, if a multimedia provider tends to expand its channel list or adjust the multicast addresses allocated
to some channels, all the routing information within the network
has to be reestablished. In contrast, AOM enables a source-specific, localized group ID allocation scheme, and the group ID
is further decoupled with multicast routing and forwarding for
maximum management flexibility and scalability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we further elaborate our perspective on application-network cross-layer design. Section III describes the
service model of AOM. Section IV presents the bloom-filter
based implementation for AOM. Section V gives theoretical
investigations on the loop-free property, traffic redundancy, and
false positive performance. Section VI presents some simulation and numerical results to demonstrate the performance of
AOM. Section VII gives the conclusion remarks.

II. APPLICATION-NETWORK CROSS-LAYER PERSPECTIVE:
APPLICATION-ORIENTED NETWORKING
Integration of application intelligence into the network is
not a brand new idea, which has been taken as an efficient
approach, implicitly or explicitly, to implement some basic
networking functionalities, develop new network protocols,
or facilitate upper-layer applications. In the recent decade,
enhancing network nodes with application-specific intelligence
has become one of the mainstream ideas to design the next-generation Internet [19], [20], stimulated by various applications,
including firewalls, Web proxies/caches, mobile gateways,
service-oriented architectures, in addition to the multicast.
However, all of these application-oriented solutions have been
implemented in an ad hoc manner.
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Fig. 1. Generic architecture for an AON router.

The active network [20], [21] was proposed in the mid-1990s
as a generic architecture to provision programmability within
the network, instead of those ad hoc approaches. In an active
network, packets are replaced with capsules, which are program
segments (possibly with embedded data) executable by an active network node. The active network has never been widely
deployed; the main reasons include the large bandwidth overhead of carrying programs, lack of a common capsule program
language, and the security issue due to users’ active control capability.
The current trend of service consolidation over Internet protocol (IP) requires a more intelligent networking infrastructure
that is able to respond quickly and cost-effectively to new
market demands, which is one of the motivations leading to
the Cisco application-oriented networking (AON) technology
[23]. An AON-based network can transparently intercept the
content and context of application messages, conduct operations on those messages according to business-driven policies
and rules; all these are achieved by enhancing IP routers with
application-layer intelligence.
We would like to emphasize that although the term AON
was initiated by Cisco as a vendor-specific solution, we take
a generic interpretation of AON from the application-network
cross-layer perspective: the IP devices can intercept and process
application messages. How to systematically exploit the AON
capability to streamline the design of network functionalities is
currently obscure in both industry and academia. In this paper,
we initiate the study in this area by proposing an AON-based
multicast scheme.
The generic architecture for an AON router can be designed
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The incoming traffic will be first classified as normal traffic, which does not need application-level
processing and is directly forwarded against the IP routing table,
and AON traffic, which requires application-level processing before forwarded. The AON traffic will be further categorized and
dispatched to different application-specific AON modules. We
can select 1 bit in the IP header, e.g., one of the type-of-service
(TOS) bits in the IPv4 header or one of the traffic class (TC)
bits in the IPv6 header, to behave as the normal/AON traffic indicator flag. The flag is set to “1” for indicating the AON traffic.
Although more TOS bits and TC bits may be used to further
identify the AON modules, we prefer the fine-grained classification information to be carried in the payload, for higher scalability and flexibility.
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III. AOM SERVICE MODEL
The proposed AOM protocol adopts a source-based service
model, which comprises the components of membership management and forwarding protocol. We use the inter-domain case
for illustration purpose; the service model is also applicable to
the intra-domain scenario.
A. Membership Management
For membership management, a border router of a stub autonomous system (AS) domain is selected as the designated
router (DR). For convenience, we use RDR (SDR) to denote the
DR of a receiver-side (source-side) AS domain. When multicast
routing/forwarding is considered, we use RDR to represent the
prefix associated with the corresponding receiver domain. The
meaning of RDR will be clear in the context. The data source
node in the domain of SDR is denoted as SRC.
The RDR basically needs to implement the Internet group
management protocol (IGMP) [24] to discover the active groups
within its domain. Each RDR may periodically, or triggered by
special events, send membership updating messages (MUMs)
,
to the SRC in the format as
where RDR represents a domain prefix and GID represents the
group identifier. The MUM will be delivered along the shortest
path between the RDR and the SRC, indicated by the unicast
routing table.
The SRC aggregates the MUM messages it received and
maintains a multicast group list (MGL). For each group provisioned by the source, the MGL establishes a record in the
, where each
format as
RDR again indicates a domain prefix. When the SRC sends
data over a certain group, it will insert the corresponding MGL
into the packet as the destination information in the format of a
shim header. The multicast packets are then forwarded to the
SDR for inter-domain multicasting.
We use an example as shown in Fig. 2 to illustrate the membership management. Router is the SDR; and are border
routers of the transit domains (TBRs); , , and are three
RDRs. The MUM messages from the three RDRs will be propagated via unicast to the SRC, where the information is aggregated to a MGL as shown in the figure.
B. Multicast Forwarding Protocol
The multicast forwarding is facilitated by the AON technique.
All routers (including SDRs, RDRs, and TBRs) are assumed to
be AON routers. When receiving a multicast packet, each AON
router will extract the MGL record from the packet. With the list
of destination RDRs available from the MGL record, the AON
router will check its IP routing table to determine the output
interface to each RDR and make necessary aggregation.
As in Fig. 2, the IP routing table of the SDR tells that the
output interface 1 is on the path to both RDR and RDR ,
so only one copy is necessary to be forwarded via interface 1.
The IP routing table also shows that another copy should be forwarded via interface 2 to reach RDR . When the input multicast packet is replicated and put onto each output interface,
the MGL record attached to each copy is updated correspondingly to include only the destination RDRs that can be reached
via that interface. For example, the MGL record in the packet

Fig. 2. AOM service model.

delivered over A’s interface 1 includes only RDRs
and .
By removing unnecessary addresses from the MGL record, the
downstream router will not generate unnecessary packet copies
for those destinations that have been delivered over other sibling subtrees. Each AON router will execute the same operations
of aggregation, replication, and MGL record updating, until one
multicast packet reaches an RDR.
IV. BLOOM FILTER BASED IMPLEMENTATION
The protocol-independent AOM model cannot be directly applied without elaboration. It is obvious that the MUM and the
MGL will become impractically long, when a large number of
groups are active in a large number of destination domains.
This section presents a streamlined bloom filter based design
to achieve the AOM with reasonable cost. We take the assumption of symmetric unicast routing for the convenience of demonstration, and discuss later how to extend AOM for operating in
asymmetric routing scenarios.
A. Bloom Filter Data Structure
We are to describe the bloom filter based data structure for
AOM according to the upstream procedure and downstream procedure, as illustrated in Fig. 3, where bloom filters are illustrated
as shadowed areas. The group source node address is in the destination IP field for the upstream packet header, and in the source
IP field for the downstream packet header. Due to the explicit
context, in all the figures, we ignore the header field containing
the group source IP address and the default multicast data payload for not cluttering the illustration.
The left part of Fig. 3 shows how upstream messages are
processed. To reduce the bandwidth overhead for membership
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Fig. 4. Membership updating process of AOM.
Fig. 3. Bloom filter data structure for AOM.

B. Membership Updating and Forwarding
registration or updating, the list of active groups in the MUM
message is encoded with a group bloom filter (GRP_BF). When
an MUM message reaches an upstream TBR/SDR router, the
router will retrieve the RDR prefix, and store it as a local forwarding state that leads to a reverse path of the MUM incoming
interface. By continuously observing the MUMs, each related
interface of the TBR/SDR will memorize all the destination domains that can be reached through it. At the interface, each RDR
is stored as a separate bloom filter, termed as interface RDR
bloom filter (IRDR_BF). The IRDR_BF will be used to facilitate multicast forwarding.
The upstream MUM messages will finally reach the SRC
node, and each message will be stored as a record of an MUM
table. The SRC node should have a local channel list indicating
the multicast groups it provisions. By checking each GID
against the MUM table and identifying the matched GRP_BF,
the SRC can detect the destination prefixes for a given group.
The destinations information under the group ID will be encoded into a destination bloom filter (DST_BF) and stored into
the multicast destination cache. Note that the DST_BF in fact
encodes the MGL according to the AOM service model.
The right part of Fig. 3 illustrates how downstream multicast
packets are forwarded. At the SRC node, the DST_BF for a
group will be inserted as the destination information into each
multicast packet. At the SDR and each downstream TBR, the
DST_BF will be checked against the IRDR_BFs at each output
interface to implement the aggregation, replication, and MGL
record updating operations defined in the AOM service model.
The subset of prefixes associated with each output interface
are determined and re-encoded into the branch bloom filter
(BRA_BF). The BRA_BF will be inserted into the packet copy
delivered through that interface, serving as the destination
information DST_BF for further downstream forwarding.

We here present the membership updating procedure and the
downstream data forwarding procedure, based on which the theoretical analysis of loop-free property, traffic redundancy, and
false positive rate in next section can be understood.
1) Membership Updating: The membership updating procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4. The membership updating messages
are periodically sent from RDRs to sources by leveraging the
unicast mechanism. The periodic updating is normally used to
refresh the states of active groups. The MUM updating can also
be triggered when new active groups show up. We will evaluate
the control message overhead at different updating frequencies
in Section VI. In Fig. 4, the path F-C-A-S shows the joining
process of RDR F.
2) Downstream Data Forwarding: The downstream message
processing is illustrated in Fig. 5, which captures the scenario
that a multicast packet for group 3 is at router B. Note that although the DST_BF carries the destinations information, we
cannot just directly check the unicast forwarding entry against
DST_BF to determine the output interfaces. The reason is that
the unicast routing table normally applies the route aggregation
and the longest prefix matching, particularly in the inter-domain
context, where the accurate RDR prefix information may not be
available to query the DST_BF. The local IRDR_BFs stored at
each interface are important components to enable the AOM.
The AOM routing/forwarding is implemented through
comparing the DST_BF against the local IRDR_BFs, which
requires that the SRC node and the network agree on the size
of the bloom filters and the set of hush functions involved. For
example, given that 5 hush functions are used, if the comparison
between the DST_BF and an IRDR_BF confirms 5 matched
“1” bits, we define that a matched IRDR_BF is identified. Each
interface containing matched IRDR_BF(s) represents a tree
branch according to the reverse-path-forwarding concept, over
which a separate copy of the data packet will be delivered.
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Fig. 5. Multicast forwarding processing at router B.

Moreover, a BRA_BF will be generated by aggregating all the
matched IRDR_BFs (through an “OR” operation) over that
interface. As mentioned in Section IV-A, the BRA_BF will be
used as a DST_BF for further downstream forwarding.
We would like to emphasize that replacing the incoming
DST_BF with the corresponding BRA_BF over each output
interface achieves the aggregation, replication, and MGL
record updating operations defined in the AOM service model,
which will successfully avoid redundant traffic according to
Section III-B. In Fig. 5, the incoming DST_BF contains both
and as destinations. With interfaces 1 and 2 being determined
as forwarding interfaces, the BRA_BF over each interface
removes the destination processed by the other branch. It would
be remiss not to mention that matching the DST_BF against
the IRDR_BFs may generate false positives, which will be
analyzed in detail in the next section.
C. Generic Properties
1) Uniformed Intra-/Inter- Domain Solution: The AOM
protocol can be applied in a uniformed manner for both
intra-domain and inter-domain multicast. For a transit or stub
domain, no matter what intra-domain routing protocols are
running, the MUM messages entering the domain may label
the IRDR_BFs not only at the border routers but also at the
corresponding core routers within the domain. According to
our forwarding design presented above, it can be seen that the
downstream packets will find the end-to-end path according to
the reverse-path-forwarding operation. As a comparison, the
FRM [17] only codes the inter-domain multicast tree in the
packet header, so it requires additional intra-domain multicast
scheme to achieve a complete multicast solution. If a transit
domain is not equipped with an intra-domain multicast protocol, then N-unicast or broadcast has to be used to handle
the transit-domain FRM traffic, which will lead to significant
amount of redundant traffic.
2) Asymmetric Routing Scenario: The AOM implementation
can also be readily extended to asymmetric routing scenarios.
As the inter-domain routing is normally policy based [26], a
border router will be aware of the asymmetric routing policy
applied to a given destination domain. In case an SDR receives
an MUM in the asymmetric case, in addition to forwarding the

MUM to the source node, the SDR will further pass the MUM
along the downstream path to the destination RDR. The local
IRDR_BFs will be installed at the corresponding output interfaces along the path from the SDR to the RDR. The MUM returned back to the destination RDR also behaves as a notification signal that asymmetric routing is the policy and the multicast forwarding states have been established successfully. As
an extra step, the RDR then sends a new type MUM (F: asymmetric) to the SRC to remove the local IRDR_BFs that had
been established under the symmetric assumption. As long as
the local IRDR_BF states are correctly established, other AOM
implementation details apply to both the symmetric and asymmetric cases.
3) Services Decoupled From Routing: The bloom filter based
AOM implementation demonstrates that AOM readily supports
a flexible and scalable group ID allocation in the form of a two
tuple (source node address, source-specific channel ID) [15],
which breaks the address space limitation and brings significant
management flexibility. It even allows a logical local channel
ID rather than an IP-address based channel ID. Furthermore, the
AOM decouples the membership management component from
the multicast forwarding component. Specifically, with AOM,
the forwarding component at a router just requires RDR related
information. Group IDs are only used for labeling groups at the
SRC and RDRs to establish the service relationship as shown in
Fig. 3. In case that an SRC updates its channel list or wants to
upgrade the services of existing channels, it just sends related
service information to each destination domain over the established multicast tree. As long as the RDRs and active members
tune to the new channel list, service starts immediately. In other
words, the service upgrading or rearrangement could be implemented seamlessly, where the established multicast infrastructure does not need any extra operation.
V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
A. Loop-Free Forwarding Without Redundant Traffic
The AOM protocol based on the service model presented in
Section III ensures loop-free forwarding and incurs no redundant traffic. We have the following theorems.
Theorem 1: The AOM downstream forwarding is free from
directed cycles if the following conditions hold: 1) the domains
associated with the SDR and RDRs are stub domains of the
multicast group under consideration; 2) the unicast routing in
the network is stable; and 3) the bloom filter implementation
does not incur false positive (the false positive performance is
to be analyzed separately).
Proof: Consider a network supporting multiple multicast
groups. We assume that the AOM may lead to directed cycles,
and then derive the contradictions. Due to the uniformed solution of AOM for both intra- and inter- domain cases, we here
give the proof regarding the border routers for convenience. We
can see that for a given multicast group, a directed cycle or a
forwarding loop can only appear as two cases.
Case 1) The directed cycle takes the form
. In this
case, after a packet reaches the destination RDR, it will be
further forwarded to other RDRs or TBRs and result in the
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the reverse-path-forwarding principle of AOM, case 1 implies
that some MUM messages have labeled more than one paths,
which is impossible under condition 2). Moreover, based on the
MGL record updating operation and the condition 3), we can
see that the redundant traffic indicated in case 2 is impossible
either.

B. False Positives in Forwarding

Fig. 6. Illustration of directed cycles.

loop, which obviously conflicts with the condition 1) that
the RDRs are stub domains of the multicast group under
consideration where further packet delivery for this group
should stop.
Case 2) The directed cycle takes the form
. In this case, the directed
cycle forms among TBRs within the network before
reaching the destination domain. This case further includes two subcases.
For the first subcase, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a), all the interfaces consisting of the forwarding loop are labeled with the same
IRDR_BF, which are supposed to be along the path to the destination. According to our reverse-path-forwarding design, the
directed cycle in the downstream path implies that the upstream
path taken by the MUM messages also contains directed cycle.
However, in the AOM design, the upstream MUM messages exploit the existing unicast path, which is loop-free in stable state,
and we get a contradiction.
For the second subcase, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b), the interfaces consisting of the forwarding loop are labeled with
different IRDR_BFs. The IRDR_BF configuration in Fig. 6(b)
is possible if the destination domains D and E submit to different
groups through different path. According to the AOM design, if
two neighboring links (termed as one upstream and one downstream) along a path are labeled with different IRDR_BFs,
it means that the node containing the downstream link is a
branching node that intersects different paths to different destinations. Note that the AOM protocol incorporates the MGL
record updating operation, that is, after the branching node
processing, the destinations associated with other branches will
be removed from the DST_BF for those downstream packets.
The MGL updating operation ensures that the forwarding loop
as shown in Fig. 6(b) is impossible, if condition 3) holds.
Summarizing case 1 and case 2, the theorem is proved.
Theorem 2: The AOM downstream forwarding generates no
redundant traffic under the same conditions as applied in Theorem 1.
Proof: Theorem 1 has proved that the directed cycle does
not exist, so there is no redundant traffic caused by forwarding
loops. Consider two additional cases which may potentially generate redundant traffic. Case 1 is that multiple copies of the same
packet reach the same RDR from different paths. Case 2 is that
some packets reach a TBR but will be dropped due to nonexistence of matching output interfaces at that TBR. According to

1) False Positive on an Interface: In the AOM forwarding
process, bit matching between the in-packet DST_BF and the
local IRDR_BF may incur false positives. We can analyze the
bit matching in a more general context. Assume two bloom filand
both are represented as -bit arrays and genters
erated by the same hash functions.
and
contain
elements and
elements, respectively.
The bit-matching false positive may happen in three cases:
but not in
is positively detected in
1) an element in
; 2) an element in
but not in
is positively detected
; 3) an element neither in
nor in
is positively
in
detected in both of them.
The bloom-filter theory [28] tells that the false posiand
are
tive probability associated with
and
, respectively. It is not difficult to see that the total probability for
bit-matching false positive due to either case 1or case 2 can be
expressed as

(1)
The bit matching false positive due to case 3 is

(2)
Thus, the total bit-matching false positive rate is

(3)
In AOM forwarding, the false positive rate can be computed
equal to the number of elements in the DST_BF and
with
.
2) False Positive Along a Path: In AOM, if a false positive,
, happens at a certain output intersay for destination
face along a path, it will persist until it reaches the destination.
The reason is that the MGL updating operation will not remove
from the DST_BF, although it is confirmed by false
the
positive, and thus the packet will finish the path labeled by the
. Moreover, new false positives may happen
IRDR_BF
in a downstream node due to other RDRs. It is noteworthy that
the MGL updating operation has a side benefit to reduce the
false positive along a path, because the items contained in the
DST_BF or BRA_BF continuously become less. We consider
that the inter-domain multicast tree can be modeled as a binary
tree with height [29]. For a given destination RDR, an upper
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Fig. 7. Simulation topology.

bound of the probability that the RDR receives traffic by false
positive, denoted as , can be expressed as
Fig. 8. Total number of packet transmissions,

(4)
is the number of elements contained in the DST_BF
where
generated by the SDR, and
is the number of RDRs in
the updated BRA_BFs at the layer- TBR. We present the specific numerical analysis in Section VI-B to show the efficiency
of AOM in terms of false positive.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present some NS2 [30] simulation results
and numerical analysis to demonstrate the efficiency of AOM
on bandwidth utilization and small false positives.
The network topology for simulation is given in Fig. 7,
which is widely used in the literature to approximate the U.S.
backbone network [25]. In our model, each transit domain is
represented as a backbone router or backbone node, and the
backbone routers where stub domains are connected are termed
as access routers or access nodes. The multicast source is
located at node 12. We simulate multiple multicasting scenarios
where the multicast group involves different numbers of access
routers, and evaluate the bandwidth consumption across the
backbone network. The scenario involving four access routers
. The node sets
,
includes nodes
,
, and
will be
added in turn to form the scenarios involving 8, 12, 16, and 20
access routers, respectively.
A. Bandwidth Overhead
The AOM bandwidth overhead is incurred by both membership updating and data forwarding. Since we adopt the
method suggested by FRM [17] to update the group membership, we here mainly focus on the bandwidth overhead in data
forwarding.
The AOM forwarding incurs bandwidth overhead due to two
reasons. 1) Each packet needs to carry the destination information, i.e., the DST_BF, using a shim header. 2) When the destination entities are too many to be encoded in a single shim

W.

header, redundant packet copies have to be incurred, each of
which carries a subset of destinations in its own shim header.
The similar approach has been adopted by FRM to use multiple
packets to carry a big source-routing tree. We fix the size of the
of the packet size) for AOM and FRM, and
shim header (
measure the overhead in terms of the number of packets transmitted.
1) Total Packet Transmission: The total number of packet
is defined as
transmissions

(5)
denotes the total number of transmissions over the
where
whole backbone network within the simulation duration, and
the total number of packets generated by the source.
represents the average number of transmissions over the whole network to multicast a single packet from the source to all the access routers.
versus , the number of acFig. 8 shows the values of
cess routers involved in multicasting, with different multicast
(node 4 and 8 involved)
schemes compared. The case
represents a multicast scenario with very sparse node distribution. We observe that, among all kinds of multicast schemes considered, AOM achieves the best performance when the number
of access routers is small or moderate. When grows large,
AOM still performs close to IP multicast. Except for the case of
, AOM always outperforms FRM, especially when is
large and the multicast tree has many branches. Moreover,
increases along with the number of access routers; because each
multicast packet has to travel over more links to reach more destinations, which incurs more transmissions across the network.
Compared with IP multicast dense mode (IP-DM), AOM
in fact implicitly establishes a source-based tree from the IP
routing table (referring to Section IV-B), which is the same as
the tree constructed in IP-DM. However, AOM does not use the
“broadcast-and-prune” [10] method to construct the multicast
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tree as used by IP-DM. In the sparse scenarios with small ,
are due to unnecessary transmissions
the larger values of
during the periodical “broadcast-and-prune” operation. When
becomes large, IP-DM becomes favorable since multicast
in a densely-populated network approaches broadcast, and few
number of broadcast packets are wasted.
The reason for better performance of AOM over FRM is that
AOM needs to encode less elements than FRM does [17]. For
example, consider the case that node 12 multicasts data to ac; the multicast tree is highlighted in
cess routers
Fig. 7 with thick lines. For illustration purpose, consider that
the shim header can only encode four elements. In such a scenario, one shim header can encode all the four destinations under
AOM. Under FRM, the seven-branch tree needs to be encoded,
which exceeds the capacity of one shim header. Therefore, four
shim headers over four packets have to be used, each containing
the tree branches to one of the destinations. Three of such four
packets are counted as redundant traffic compared to AOM. For
, the shim header is capable of containing
the case of
the entire forwarding information for both AOM and FRM, so
. In addition, when the number of access
they have the same
routers grows, the size of the multicast tree increases at a faster
rate; FRM then needs to use more redundant packets than AOM
to encode the forwarding information, which explains why the
performance of FRM increasingly deviates from that of AOM.
The performance of IP multicast sparse mode (IP-SM) is
closely related to the selection of rendezvous point (RP). In the
simulation, we select node 10 as the RP for IP-SM scheme.
The efficiency of IP-SM compared to IP-DM in scenarios with
sparse node distribution is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 8. In the
values than AOM and FRM
mean time, IP-SM has higher
in the sparse cases. The reason is that the data packets are first
unicast to the RP and then disseminated to access routers from
there, which causes some redundant transmissions.
2) Link Packet Transmission: The link packet transmission,
, is defined as

(6)
denotes the total number of data transmissions over
where
link within the simulation duration, and the total number
of packets generated by the source.
represents the average
number of transmissions over a given link required to multicast
a single packet from the source node to all the receiver domains,
which is a good indicator of traffic load due to multicast and may
be exploited for admission control [5], [27].
over those backbone links traversed by
The distribution of
multicast packets is computed in two scenarios, with the number
and
, respectively. The reof access routers
sults are summarized in Table I for different multicast schemes.
Specifically, the total number of links involved in multicasting,
values, and the corresponding percentage of links (%) are
the
listed. In both scenarios, about 90% of links see exact one transmission under AOM, and rest of the links observe two transmissions; the bandwidth efficiency is very close to that under the
IP-SM scheme. The redundant traffic in AOM is incurred by
splitting the destination set into smaller sub-sets to fit into the
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TABLE I
LINK PACKET TRANSMISSION DISTRIBUTION

shim header. In FRM, the largest value of
is up to four and
seven, respectively in the two scenarios, which is due to the multicast tree splitting for shim header coding.
value under IP-DM may not be integers, since IP-DM
The
periodically executes the “broadcast-and-prune” operation to
establish the tree, and those pruned links only see the tree-constructing broadcast messages but no data packets. Table I shows
that when the access routers become more densely populated,
more links see data transmissions. Moreover, Table I shows that
for the 29-link multicast tree, the “broadcast-and-prune” operation involves 50 links, which results in redundant traffic. In
IP-SM, only the link between node 12 and 9 and that between
node 9 and 10 observe two packet transmissions, since every
packet should be unicast to the RP at node 10, before being multicast.
3) Control Message Overhead: The AOM control message
overhead is caused by the MUM message, which is used to update membership as well as establish the routing states along the
path from the access router to the source node. The control message overhead is determined by the MUM updating frequency,
and extra overhead is incurred by the asymmetric inter-domain
routing. As discussed in Section IV-C2, for asymmetric routing,
the MUM message needs to travel upstream and then downstream to install IRDR_BFs on appropriate routers, and the RDR
also needs to send an extra upstream message to remove the
routing states constructed in the first upstream travel under the
symmetric routing assumption. In the symmetric routing case,
one run of upstream travel is enough.
The AOM control message overheads in both symmetric and
asymmetric routing scenarios are examined in the simulation.
Fig. 9 illustrates the total number of control messages across the
network per second versus the MUM updating intervals, with
. We change the weights
the number of access routers
of links to realize the asymmetric routing configuration. For exwith the source
ample, the paths connecting node
node 12 are marked in Fig. 7. In the symmetric routing case, the
MUM messages go up and multicast data stream down along the
links highlighted with the thick lines; in the asymmetric routing
case, the downstream forwarding paths are marked with arrows.
to denote the number of MUM transmissions in the upUse
the downstream transstream path to the source node and
missions in the downstream forwarding path. According to the
discussions in the previous paragraph, the ratio of control overhead in the asymmetric routing case to that in the symmetric
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TABLE II
FORWARDING FALSE POSITIVE COMPARISON (

Fig. 9. Control message overhead.

routing case can be expressed as (
, which is independent of the MUM updating
interval. In our simulations generating the results of Fig. 9, with
,
, and
and leads to a control
overhead ratio of 4 determining the distance between the two
curves.
By adopting the MUM updating technique suggested in
[17], the size of the MUM message can be controlled small
as 15 bytes, leading to a total packet size of 73 bytes with
TCP/IP/MAC headers taken into account. For the asymmetric
routing configuration, Fig. 9 shows that 440 control messages
are running over the network per second when the updating
interval is 0.5. For a large scale Internet backbone with 20 000
access routers, the control overhead can be estimated as
, which occupies only a
small fraction of the bandwidth of the backbone network.
B. Forwarding False Positive
We here demonstrate the efficiency of AOM in reducing the
false positives induced by the bloom-filter scheme, with comparison to the FRM scheme.
In FRM, the bloom filter in each packet header encodes the
whole multicast tree. When a packet arrives at a TBR, all the
output interfaces connecting the TBR to its neighboring TBRs
to denote the
will be checked to detect the tree branch. Use
number of tree branches encoded in the packet bloom filter, the
.
false positive in identifying a tree branch is
The property of FRM is that the false positives at different hops
are independent, and thus the probability that an upstream false
positive is propagated to downstream nodes and further to the
destination is negligibly small. Therefore, the probability
that a given RDR receives traffic by false positive under FRM is
mainly determined by the last-hop positive as
.
probability obtained under AOM with
We compare the
that under FRM in Table II. The binary tree topology [29] with
different heights is considered. The bloom filter size in the
packet header is set as 100 bytes and 20 hash functions are

m = 800, k = 20)

used. For each tree, Table II lists both the numbers of elements
to be encoded and the corresponding false positive rates.
Compared with FRM in terms of forwarding false positive
rate, AOM is more efficient, since AOM packets only need to
remember where to go (RDRs) instead of how to get there (the
whole multicast tree) as FRM does. The efficiency of AOM over
FRM will be particularly significant, when the multicast tree
has dispersive branches, and each branch needs to travel a long
distance in terms of hops to reach a destination domain. Such
kind of tree requires a small number of RDRs to be encoded in
the DST_BF and thus reduces the false positive rate in the bit
matching operation. In contrast, as FRM is designed to encode
the entire tree in each packet, it is more suitable for “short”
multicast trees with fewer branches.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose and analyze a scalable and efficient
multicast protocol from the perspective of an application-network cross-layer design. We particularly exploit the networkembedded application intelligence or application-specific computation provisioned by the emerging application-oriented networking technologies. The proposed application-oriented multicast has the following properties: 1) It leverages the unicast
routing infrastructure, eliminating the need for maintaining an
extra multicast routing table. 2) The forwarding bandwidth efficiency of AOM is very close to that of the IP multicast; 3) The
computation/memory cost incurred at each router is limited and
independent of the number of groups. 4) Multicast addresses can
be allocated at each source locally and decoupled with routing
and forwarding.
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